Hip-Hop And Rap Drum Beats & Loops (Sound Library)
Synopsis

(Sound Library Series). Great for amateur recording musicians as well as professional recording studios, this pack includes all of the building blocks necessary for composing and recording a complete drum part in a variety of styles. 101 basic beats are featured, plus hundreds of variations, such as intros, fills, accents, endings and a complete set of "one-shots" on CD-ROM. Files are in standard .wav format for use with any looping program, including Sonic Foundry’s ACID and Fruity Loops. As a bonus, packs also include an audio CD with 99 tracks for demo and play-along, and a book with standard notation.
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Customer Reviews

this product is okay per se....i ordered it, recieved it, and put it onto my laptop and it's cool.....really it is...the loops in some of the packs have to be placed multiple times to get a continuous sound...but its cool

Extra loops are always welcome. The beats are spelled out in notation along with the samples. A good addition to any library.
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